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Some notes before starting

As a public policy worker in environmental issues, I have been closely related to a
diversity of public forums where they are discussed and even solved. I cannot
introduce this knowledge in this capstone by using classic scientific methods,
because I feel this faction of academia consider daily observation as mere
“anecdotes”. Therefore, it is necessary to make a political statement, and position
myself as a postmodern feminist. The reason of this announcement is to explicitly
state the epistemological theory from which I pretend to generate knowledge about
the topic I chose for this Capstone project, which is the Donna Haraway’s ‘situated
knowledge’. This theory challenges male oriented objectivity and support the
explicit positioning of the narrator in a scientific work. In this context, this work will
include my own knowledge as a lawyer and observations of processes going on in
my country in a thread complemented by classic quantitative and qualitative
research.

Initials
D or Dec: Decision
DHR: Human rights direct application
Env or ER: Environmental rights
EPC: Ecuadorian Political Constitution.
ID1: Ordinal number assigned for a case.
ID2: Number of the case within the whole sample of environmental cases.
Ind or IR: Indigenous rights
OCP: Crude Oil Pipeline.
Tech: Environmental technology rights
CW: Commonwealth
OBF: Obus probandi or formal arguments.
PP: Precautionary principle.
Top or T: Topic
W or WR: Labor rights.
Yasuni YTT: Yasuni Yshpingo Tambococha Tiputini project.
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1. Executive Summary

The present research is meant to find out some of the factors that influence the
Ecuadorian Highest Courts decisions in environmental cases. For answering my
research question I analyzed these decisions, from 1998 to 2014, which constitutes
the whole population of the decisions in environmental cases. For the Capstone, I
focused in oil and mining cases. The research required three steps. First was to
collect data from the corps of decisions in the national Court cases. Second, was to
design a database: create variables and a codebook to organize them. Third, was to
develop an analysis model using this data and investigate whether there are causal
or correlations between the variables. I build the model with one dependable
variable that summarized the case results (Variable: decision). The findings showed
not only correlations between the independent variables such as the subject that
tried to enforce the environmental rights, but also causation between a ‘pro
environment decision’ (hereafter PER) or an ‘against environment decision’
(hereafter AER) and the topic that was discussed.

2. Introduction

Environmental concerns have arisen around the world because of the negative
impacts that some activities, such as oil and mineral extraction provoke to the
environment. In the Ecuadorian case, the 1998 Political Constitution (EPC)
introduced the concept of “environmental rights” and some legal tools to enforce
them. In 2008 a new EPC was written, in this occasion the constitutional legislators
introduced the “Nature Rights” and some new principles to strengthen the
environmental legal framework. These inclusions meant the adoption of legal
protection for the environment and consequent obligations for polluters and the
state.

However, when revising the Supreme Court and Constitutional Court decisions
regarding these activities, I found out that judges do not always enact the
environmental rights. In this context, the present research is meant to understand

some factors that are correlated or even cause that judges choose not to enforce
these rights.
What are some of those factors? I worked with four main concepts: subject,
topic, legal concepts and legal procedures. By analyzing these concepts qualitative
and quantitatively, I got to several conclusions, the most important one is that the
judges are less likely to defend an environmental right if the activity performed is oil
extraction. In the case of mining, there is sort of equilibrium between the
environmental protection and its denial.
3. Background

Ecuador is a small country in South America, located on the Equator. This country is
rich in natural resources of different kinds. For example, it has jungles with high
biodiversity density, and also, oil and a mineral deposits across the Eastern and the
highland region. Around the 16th century, in the period of the Spanish colonization,
new models of life were imposed and even accepted by some populations. These
models were based on the idea of white supremacy, native people were considered
inferior. In this flow of the events, colonization expanded to a point driven by
exploitation of natural resources. European colonizers felt entitled to exploit the
natural environment and the tribal communities world. The same dynamics
prevailed until the 20th century with new exploiters, such as the U.S. and more
recently Chinese companies. In the seventies, the discovery of oil resources and
drilling came as a promise of salvation for poverty and misery, as highlighted in
diverse documents, such as the speeches given by General Rodriguez Lara the day
the first oil barrel was pumped out1. However, more than forty years and billions of
dollars later, Ecuador appears to maintain its poor country status in the eyes of
some.
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I wrote a short analysis about this issue. You can also found the two links for the
speeches of both Dictator Rodriguez and President Correa in the following link:
http://todosunidosporelyasuni.blogspot.com

Several oil spills, public health problems and the emerging global environmental
awareness led to the inclusion of collective rights: indigenous, environmental and
consumers in the country’s 19th EPC2. However, this inclusion was not enough in the
Courts to push for the new environmental rights support for the oil cases. The
Magistrates ruled that the environmental rights, in these cases, were not as
important as the supreme economic interest of the Country or the commonwealth,
meaning economic development. The situation was different for the mining cases.
Indeed, in some of them the Court supported the strict environmental or/and
indigenous rights application; nevertheless, there were also negative decisions in
this area. With these antecedents, the environmental groups considered that the
principles inserted in the 1998 Constitution, were not enough to stop the
environmental risks activities like oil extraction implied. With the environmental
groups focused on their goals of protection, the 2008 EPC, resulted in the
improvement of the tools to defend the environment preservation. For example,
under the 1998 EPC, some Court decisions stated that the environmental damage or
risk has not been proven and therefore denied the petitions. The following
constitution introduced the environmental “burden of the proof” reversal (Robb,
1998), which means that the civil law principle that states that ‘who affirms a
statement has the obligation to prove it’ is changed to: In environmental cases those
who promote the presumably polluting activity, have to prove that it does not
pollute. A second good example, is how in the new Constitution, the environmental
rights from 1998 are complemented with the nature rights in the 2008. In short, the
highest principles of environmental public policy are systematically or holistically
written to protect the environment and the people from activities that could harm
them.
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The country has rewritten the constitution 20 times by now. Even though, some
basic themes were kept intact, the tradition is to rewrite a new one every now and
then and pretend that it will actually change the people, and therefore create a
better country. The most important changes are usually about the state
organizations and the introduction of new rights and mechanisms to protect them.
This is not an amendment system as the one in the U.S.A, but a complete revision
procedure.

4. Research Questions a
and Hypotheses

I am interested in understand
understanding how judges make their decisions
ions in oil and mining
cases. What arguments
nts do they use to deny or accept an environmental claim?
Specifically, how do they use the legal concepts?

General

• How the judges make decisions in environmental cases?
• How the judges make decisions in oil and mining activity
cases?

Situated

• What factors are more likely to influence their decisions?
• Does the legal procedure is important for their decisions?

Specific

• How does the subject and the topic influence their
decisions?
• How the judges use the legal concepts involved?

Figure 1: Research questions
To respond these questions I worked on the following hypothesis:

The judges apply the environmental rights in a stricter way to the private sector
mining activities than to the public sector in oil cases.
5. Data Framework

The whole population of cases is composed by 42 Supreme Court decisions. The
frames of the sample are: 1. Time: 1998 – 20133. 2. Geographic determination:
Ecuador. 3. Topic: Decisions related to environmental cases, specifically oil and
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Later on we found 13 decisions that are not included in the sample, be
because
cause they
were not registered in the legal systems we worked with, until we closed the data
entering for this Capstone. Only three are about oil and they do not involve
extraction, transportation or infrastructure building, so they do not affect
significantly
ntly the results of the research. When these decisions are analyzed, a new
version will be released.

mining activities. Furthermore, it includes observations about the politics of oil
extraction before and after the constitutional change. For achieving credibility and
support, I also included a summary of my personal research on the Yasuni YTT case
(Ecuador).
6. Methods

In first place, this is a legal analysis, not intended to predict judges’ behavior on the
future, but to understand their behavior in the past. We know that “quantitative
methods are not suggested as alternatives to proven methods of legal analysis that
are performing well the function for which they were designed” (Ulmer). However,
authors as Llewellyn think, “that traditional legal analysis suffers from an excessive
focus on legal rules” (Lewellyn in Ulmer). Therefore, it is useful to insert qualitative
and quantitative research methods to understand better how they are making their
decisions.

By using combined methods, such as observation and speech analysis and the
numeric tabulation of the results I have found evidence that support my hypothesis
(Marshall, 1989). I qualitatively analyzed 43 decisions that are related to oil and
mining extractive activities. When I say extractive activities I am referring to
extraction and transportation. The sample is composed by: a. Seven cases about oil;
and b. Nine cases about mining. I will compare the cases, and examine how the
judges apply the precautionary4 principle, which is a part of the environmental
rights, and how do they apply the common wealth argument. The idea is to
understand the parameters they follow to deny the pretentions of those who invoke
an environmental right in oil related activities, and how they reason in the opposite
way, to satisfy the pretentions of those who invoke the environmental rights

4

There is a doctrinarian discussion about the difference between the preventive and
the precautionary principles. I decided to use the precautionary principle as a
generic, because in the Ecuadorian Constitution it is referred to any kind of activity,
meanwhile the preventive is specific to production, distribution, commercialization,
and use. Extraction, infrastructure building and transportation are previous stages
to those activities. Both principles are stated in the article 396.

protection in mining cases. I will also make a comparison between cases of a state
extractive activity vs. a private sector extractive activity. This is meant to show how
the same arguments are used to justify decisions aga
against
inst and in behalf the invoked
collective rightss (environmental and indigenous)
indigenous).
6.1 Qualitative Analysis (QA
(QA1)
The use of QA1 supported with tendency measures allowed me to achieve
dependability, credibility, inclusiveness and transferability. Dependability: I
improved the research on the run. At the beginning I started working with the
whole sample of cases but I narrowed it down to the mining and oil cases, given
g
the
extension and characteristics of a Capstone paper. I also transformed the variables
to have an easier and more accurate data reading. Finally, I have evolved my
hypothesis to a more specific one. Credibility:: I have been following oil cases
extraction,
tion, particularly, an iconic one which is the attempts of exploitation of the
Yasuni National Park. For this section I included a short analysis product of my
observation of the cases, which also helps me to reinforce my hypothesis.
Inclusiveness: I included
ded all the court decisions referring to oil and mining
extractive activities, as well as the different versions in my case study observations.
And transferability:: If the same methods are used to analyze other cases, we could
find out what factors define other topics’ decisions.
6.1.1 Conceptual framework
In this section, I will explain some concepts that might be unfamiliar to readers that are not
versed in legal studies. For this purpose, first, I created an abstract conceptual framework
that includes the general
eral concepts that I worked with. To have a better picture of this
framework, lets refer to the following graphic explaining the key concepts of this research:

Figure 1: Key concepts
In second place, for explaining this dependent variable, I worked with the four basic
concepts already mentioned in Figure 1. Hereunder, I offer a more detailed
explanation of these concepts according to figure 2.
a. Decision: PER or AER
The main concept works as a categorical dependent variable. It shows whether the
judge’s decision (dec) was “Pro environmental rights” which from now on I will call
PER, or “Against the environmental right”, from now on referred to as AER.
PER: This denomination groups all the cases where the judges invoke the protection
of the environmentall right as necessary. Therefore, the decision involves either the
suspension of the activities judged as risky for the environment or the order to take
actions such as remediation.
AER: It groups
roups the decisions where the judges either considered that the
environmental
nvironmental right was not at risk and/or that there was a more important concept
to be protected such as the commonwealth.

Figure 2: Expanded key concepts.
Within these concepts I find necessary to deepen into the legal concepts. For
F
understanding them,
m, please refer to the following graph:

Rights

Principles

Collective

Precautionary

Free Work, free enterprise

Inversion of the Obus Probandi
Direct application of human rights.

Figure 3: Rights and principles
b. Subjects
General process law theory states that subjects can be active or passive. Active
refers to those who start a legal procedure or lawsuit and passive refers to those
who are suited. For this research we are taking account of this detail, but we are
focusing less on the procedure parties and more in who claims for the protection of
the environmental rights (PER or AER). These parties are the state, for profit
companies and the communities.
nities. When individuals activate the environmental
rights in the Courts, they will be treated as communities or for profits, depending on
their goal. When we talk about the state, we must acknowledge that it works
through institutions
titutions with different jurisdictions. For instance, it is represented by
the executive power with Ministries and Agencies. It is also represented by national
or local organizations,, such as municipalities and prefectures. The for
for-profit
profit are
companies or individuals that obtain benefits by activities that are challenged as
environmental damaging. The communities and activists are people who are
directly or indirectly affected by the activity5.
c. Topic
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As an interesting fact, I think it is important to mention that only in one case of the
42, a poor community was accused of damaging the environment by occupying a
protected area.
rea. The Court decided in favor of the environmental rights invoked by
the state and ordered the community to leave the area. It seems they were more
dangerous than oil extraction and transportation.

Topic refers to the activity challenged for presumably violating the environmental
rights. On the whole population of cases, there is a wide range of topics starting in
noise pollution complaints to the constitutional challenge to the mining law. For this
research these cases are not analyzed, when I talk about the transferability of my
results, but I will focus specifically in oil and mining activities including prospection,
transportation and drilling.
d. Legal procedures
In Ecuador there are diverse legal procedures to claim rights if you feel they were
harmed. For this research I will focus in the “constitutional mechanisms” to protect
the citizens’ rights and to improve the enforcement of the Constitution and the human
rights protection and enforcement. Both Constitutions included the unconstitutionality
action (in Common Law known as Constitutional Challenge), intended to turn down
normative that go against the constitutional rules; and the Amparo Action (known in the
Common Law as “writ of relief”), which is intended to urgently stop any action that can
harm human rights, including the right to safe environment. It can be used against any
public server, individuals or private institutions’ acts. With the new constitution, the writ of
relief was replaced by the name protection action, which did not differed substantially from
its antecessor. The new Constitution (2008) added two more mechanisms: the
extraordinary protection action that introduced the possibility of challenging judicial
decisions, and the Constitutionally control actions for the exception state and for the
fulfillment of constitutional decisions, which are used in the extended sample.

e. Principles
Principles are the guidelines that must be followed when interpreting the normative. I think
that in the Ecuadorian case, the most important principles in environmental matters are the
precautionary and, ever since the 2008 EPC, the reverse of the burden of proof or obus
probandi reversal (Robb. 1998), which I already explained. Moreover, the principle of direct
application of human rights that implies that no formal arguments can be invoked to delay
or restrict the application of rights contained in the Constitution and International treaties.
Finally, the economic development for all is a principle of application for the state duties

accomplishment. One of the state’s main goals is to pursue the economic growth and
development in favor of the commonwealth6.

f. Rights
Rights are entitlements that people have. In the legal world, a right is a concept
created and used to defend people from the abuses of power, especially, if they come
from the states. The first bill of rights known in the western world is that signed by
the King John of England in favor of Rebels that were not happy with the way he was
conducting the reign. In our days, there are third generations of rights widely
accepted, and there is a fourth that is still being discussed. For this Capstone, I will
talk about the first three. First generation includes life, equality and freedom, in
legal jargon known as Civil rights. Second generation includes Economic, social and
cultural rights. A third generation right includes collective rights, which groups
communitarian, ethnic and environmental rights.
Ethnic and communitarian rights: Those of the racial minorities (non mixed non
white, therefore, indigenous and afro descendants) to keep their traditions and their
lands, to be informed and consulted about public and private decisions that affect
them.
Environmental rights: This is a human entitlement to equilibrated and clean
habitat, including clean air, clean water, clean soil and spaces to coexist with nature.
Nature rights: Nature is considered equal to humans. Humans are forced to respect
its cycles, so it can reproduce itself without danger. Consider the definition of
Nature Rights that is included in the Ecuadorian Constitution:
Article 71. Nature, or Pacha Mama, where life is reproduced and occurs, has the
right to integral respect for its existence and for the maintenance and regeneration
of its life cycles, structure, functions and evolutionary processes.
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Art. 242.- La organización y el funcionamiento de la economía responderán a los
principios de eficiencia, solidaridad, sustentabilidad y calidad, a fin de asegurar a los
habitantes una existencia digna e iguales derechos y oportunidades para accede r al
trabajo, a los bienes y servicios: y a la propiedad de los medios de producción.

All persons, communities, peoples and nations can call upon public authorities to
enforce the rights of nature. To enforce and interpret these rights, the principles set
forth in the Constitution shall be observed, as appropriate.
The State shall give incentives to natural persons and legal entities and to
communities to protect nature and to promote respect for all the elements
comprising an ecosystem7.

Free work and free enterprise: Every person is entitled to pursue the job or the business
they want according to the enacted constitutional and legal framework.

6.1.2 Case study: Yasuni exploitation
I have spent a great deal of time researching the oil-drilling situation in the
Ecuadorian Yasuní ITT (YITT). I will briefly underline the most important details so
we can understand the case context. Once we have this picture in our minds, I would
bring you through the details of the drilling situation and I will analyze the mass
politics of this case.

7

Political Constitution of Ecuador, 2008. Other articles that might be of interests
are: Article 72. Nature has the right to be restored. This restoration shall be apart
from the obligation of the State and natural persons or legal entities to compensate
individuals and communities that depend on affected natural systems. In those cases
of severe or permanent environmental impact, including those caused by the
exploitation of nonrenewable natural resources, the State shall establish the most
effective mechanisms to achieve the restoration and shall adopt adequate measures
to eliminate or mitigate harmful environmental consequences. Article 73. The State
shall apply preventive and restrictive measures on activities that might lead to the
extinction of species, the destruction of ecosystems and the permanent alteration of
natural cycles. The introduction of organisms and organic and inorganic material
that might definitively alter the nation’s genetic assets is forbidden. Article 74.
Persons, communities, peoples, and nations shall have the right to benefit from the
environment and the natural wealth enabling them to enjoy the good way of living.
Environmental services shall not be subject to appropriation; their production,
delivery, use and development shall be regulated by the State.

Despite Ecuador’s small size, it has a broad sample of liberal, conservative, and
socialist tradition. The population is very diverse; there is a multitude of people
living in different environments with unique cultural and ethnic backgrounds. The
case develops in the East region or jungle zone, which resisted European
colonization for centuries, mainly because of the challenges that the westerners
faced when they attempted to explore it, such as poisonous insects, animals and
territorial tribes. Colonizers started to penetrate the jungle slowly but steadily. At
the beginning they had very little impact, but the discovery of resources such as
rubber and oil in the 20th century, fueled the spread of colonization.

At the beginning of this process, the Spaniard royalty granted legal protection to the
natives, but this was just a token gesture, because in practice the law institutions
rarely upheld this protection. The colonizers brought the idea that “white is better”
through different institutions. For example, the Catholic Church inserted the belief
that deities worshiped by the natives were false, and that there was one true god,
the Christian god. Ever since, Europeans came to colonize, this affirmation was held
as an absolute truth. As a result the colonizers felt authorized to force them into
their lifestyle, which implied a shift of the native paradigm that humans are part of
nature, to the paradigm of nature at humans’ service. These dynamics continued
into the seventies, when the oil extraction business came to the country. The Texaco
Company was the first to explore and exploit the black gold. In his 1972 speech, the
former President Rodriguez Lara promised that poverty and misery would be
relieved with oil extraction. Forty-two years later, the current President Rafael
Correa, used the same argument to allow the extraction in the YITT8 supported by
the legislative branch.

Yasuni National Park (YNP) is home to a huge biodiversity, but it also contains a
large oil reserve. If this reserve is exploited 4 million tm of CO2 will be released into
the environment and the ecosystems of this mega diverse spot will be affected. To
8

You can find a link to the videos of their speeches in the following link:
http://todosunidosporelyasuni.blogspot.com

overcome this trade off, the government started a huge campaign around the world:
The Yasuni YTT initiative9. This was an invitation for the developed countries, to
assume the responsibility for their gas emissions by buying the oil to keep it
underground.

When the initiative started, the opportunity cost of not exploiting would be 7.2
billion dollars. The government and the country would contribute with half of that
money and attempted to raise the other 3.6 million dollars from developed
countries. Unfortunately, the proposal failed and the price of oil increased; indeed,
selling the oil at the current price would produce 18 billion dollars. Therefore, the
president started a political procedure to allow the extraction in this zone10.

There are voluntarily isolated populations (VIP) living in the YNP. This status means
that they do not desire being contacted and they reject colonization. Some people
consider them as the guardians of the jungle, the core of the bio richness in South
America. However, human dependency on oil and its derivatives makes oil a really
profitable business. Ecuador is a country with some problems; therefore, it needs to
invest resources to mend them up. Therefore, it is necessary to answer the question
of whether it is fair to endanger the VIP and a mega diverse environment, in order to
relieve poverty that affects other populations in the country. There is a debate and
concrete discussions going on in public forums and even the streets of this country.
The government bets for the extraction while the green sector vogues for a
Referendum to let the oil underground indefinitely. For that, they proposed a policy
alternative that involved increasing taxes for the richest 1% of the population, but it
was not taken in account11. The government has shut down one of the organizations
that promote the Referendum. This was a loss for the isolated populations, since the
organizations that were supposed to use the democratic tools to defend them were
not effective.
9

http://yasuni-itt.gob.ec/inicio.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9LGUaUrUIE
11 http://sitio.yasunidos.org/en/
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6.2 Quantitative Analysis
For the quantitative analysis, at the beginning of this research I worked with all the
decisions involving environmental cases. The advantage of this sample is that it
contains all the existent cases. The disadvantage is that the sample is too small to
perform regressions. Therefore, I limited the quantitative analysis to descriptive
statistics.

I developed a database that covers all the Ecuadorian environmental cases at the
national level since 1998. The database contains the following variables: Year, which
is represented by a number between 1998 and 2014. Decision, which states if the
decision was against or in favor of the environmental right. Action, which refers to
the constitutional mechanism used in each case. It also included the subjects divided
in actors, defendants and right invokers. In the course of the research I reduced the
subject variable to state, profit and communities, and included the individuals in the
second or third values, depending whether they were involved in the defense of
extractive activities or the claiming for environmental rights. I also analyzed the
procedure parties involved: state plus for profit against community (S+P,C); profit
against state (P,S); state against community (S,C); and state against state (S,S). Legal
concept invoked, which refers to the right or principle used in each case. Topic,
which states the activity involved. And finally, I added the variable fundament, which
indicates whether the judges used substantive or formal arguments to decide.

In order to achieve a general understanding of the data, I coded those variables and
entered them in the database. The coding is shown in the codebook, that I attach as
appendix 1. I ran the first statistical analysis to describe the sample. Some of the
most important findings that I have reached are that: 1. Most cases are referred to
the writ of right. 2. The state is the defendant in the 90% of the cases. This
affirmation does not necessarily imply that the state is against the invoked
environmental right at all times. In fact, sometimes the cases start by FP claiming

other rights, such as the freedom of enterprise and work or the common wealth,
where the state is actually PER.

Here we find a first quantitative analysis to be done: counts and cross tabulations, to
find out the tendencies in the dataset. I worked with a dependent variable in that
dataset (Decision – for or against ER). For example:

Variable 2 (decision)= Dependent variable

•

Count if variable A is 1 or 2 (AER or PER) what is the legal procedure, what is

the topic, who is the subject and, which is the legal figure.

A more specific example:

•

Count if variable 2 is 1, how many times the legal concept invoked is a right, a

principle or the other possibilities in the database.

We can summarize these intentions in a formula:

n (X1, X2, X3, X4, X5) if 2 = 1
n = number; X represent a variable, 1….5 represents the value in the variable; 2 represents the
variable ‘decision’; and1 or 2 represents PER or AER.

By counting this I want to find which are the main tendencies in the dataset. For
example, if the decision is positive for environmental rights, it depends on the
activity or the actor? The results of this analysis will help me to show that there are
certain scenarios where the judges interpret the environmental and indigenous
rights, including the precautionary principle, less favorably for nature.

7. Findings and conclusions

In environmental cases the Courts apply the environmental rights tighter when the
activity is mining and looser when the activity is oil related. This tendency did not
necessarily change after the adoption of the new Constitution, even though this legal
instrument; tighten the regulations towards the environmental responsibility for
the polluters. The results from the decisions analysis are confirmed by the YNP case
study: Oil extraction activities are supported by the judges because they consider
that the benefits that such activities produce contribute to the commonwealth of the
country. Therefore, neither the environmental rights, nor the Nature Rights are
enough legal protection to stop oil extraction activities.
Decision * Topic Cross tabulation
Count
Topic
Oil

Decision

Total
Mining

Pro environment (PER)

1

7

8

Not pro environment (AER)

6

1

7

Neutral

0

1

1

7

9

16

Total

Table 1: Decision + Topic Results
In our specific sample there were 16 cases involving oil extraction and mining
activities. Fifteen of those were writ of rights and only one was a constitutional
challenge. Eight of the remaining fifteen cases were PER and seven were AER. Only
one of the PER was about oil and seven were about mining. Consequently, one of the
AER decisions was about mining and six were related to oil.

One of the claims was partially satisfied with a neutral verdict. The challengers
aspired to turn down the whole new law, because they considered that it allowed
free mining activities, including prospection, which violates the collective rights of
indigenous communities living in lands with mineral deposits. The Court declared
the partial unconstitutionality and did not turn down the complete law, arguing that
not all the lands are subjected to the indigenous ancestral properties rules; and that
even though it is true that those lands are from the communities, it is also true that

the resources appertain to all the inhabitants of the country. In this context, they
made a difference between the consultation process for indigenous people and
mixed communities, and used the commonwealth argument to reject the claim.

Figure 4: Decision depending on topic
In the oil cases only one decision was PER. In this case the Court stated that a ‘CPF’
(Central Oil Facility) cannot be built in this area, because there is an environmental
plan management, which states that it (CPF) cannot trespass the park’s boundaries.
In the case of mining, the claimers achieved better results; seven of nine cases were
PER. Most of the decisions concerning to oil are related to the Heavy Crude Pipeline,
with Spanish initials OCP. This is a pipeline that goes across the country from coast
to jungle and pass through environmental valuable lands. Most of the decisions
concerning to mining are related to the consequences of extraction in the
surrounding areas.

Decision * SAER Cross tabulation
Count
SAER
S
Pro environment

C

Total

P

S+P

4

1

1

2

8

4

0

0

3

7

1

0

0

0

1

9

1

1

5

16

(PER)
Decision

Not pro
environment (AER)
Neutral

Total

Table 2: Decision depending on SAER
Decision * Topic1 * SAER Crosstabulation

SAER

Topic1
Oil

Decision

Total

Mines

Pro environment (PER)

1

3

4

Not pro environment (AER)

4

0

4

Neutral

0

1

1

5

4

9

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

State
Total
Community

For profit

State + For
Profit

Decision

Pro environment (PER)

Total
Decision

Pro environment (PER)

Total
Decision

Pro environment (PER)

0

2

2

Not pro environment (AER)

2

1

3

2

3

5

Pro environment (PER)

1

7

8

Not pro environment (AER)

6

1

7

Neutral

0

1

1

7

9

16

Total

Decision
Total
Total

Table 3: Decision depending on SAER and Topic
Judges make assumptions when instead of quoting or referring to a scientific
analysis to motivate their decisions; they take maximums such as that the oil activity
is the best alternative for the commonwealth, as an undoubtable true. On the whole

I found out that the judges made the following assumptions: 1. The state and its
affiliated for profits take enough environmental care in oil extractive activities. 2.
Extracting oil activities are causally connected to the commonwealth. 3.
Conservation activity intended in oil cases is never economically better than
exploitation oriented ones. 4. In mining cases the judges assume that the private
sector cannot fulfill the environmental requirements. Some common characteristics
in these cases are that the extractors are always for profits; that an administrative
authority gave a permission to perform the activity; that two laws were involved
and that the one with the highest hierarchy was applied; and that when the
government appears as PER, it is through local levels, such as municipalities instead
of the executive power dependencies. It is surprising that when the communities
challenged the mining law, after the enactment of the 2008 CPE, the judges applied
the economic development principle, such as they did in the oil cases.
Decision * New Actor Cross tabulation
Count
Actor
State

Total

Community For profit

State +
Community

Pro environment

1

4

1

2

8

0

7

0

0

7

0

1

0

0

1

1

12

1

2

16

(PER)
Decision

Not pro environment
(AER)
Neutral

Total

Table 4: Decision depending on actor
The most interesting finding about subjects is that if we add up the cases, the state is
the winner 11 out of 16 times; oppositely, the community only wins the other five.
The for-profit sector wins in the oil cases when they are in the side of the state, but
in the mining cases, they win only one time. On the whole, we have a majoritarian
winner, which is the state; the communities and for-profits are the losers

Decision * New Defendant Cross tabulation
Count
Defendant
State

Decision

Total

State + Profit

Pro environment (PER)

6

2

8

Not pro environment (AER)

4

3

7

Neutral

1

0

1

11

5

16

Total

Table 5: Decision depending on SPER

Figure 5: Decision depending on topic and fundament.
About the legal procedure and the legal concepts I came to the following
conclusions. When we talk about legal procedures, the writ of right is the more
popular mechanism; meanwhile, the constitutional challenge is only used once. The
environmental rights and the precautionary principle loose the battle in the exact

amount of times it does in cases where the state is AER. In these cases the principle
of the commonwealth is prevalent. However, this is an assumption judges make
based in the companies reports and documents without any further scientific
discussion or measure. In the mining cases the commonwealth principle is only used
once against the ER and the PP. On the other side, the rights invoked to support an
AER are always: the commonwealth and the free enterprise work. Another
substantial difference about the arguments is that in oil cases, there is a marked
tendency to use formal arguments as opposed as substantive arguments, in the
mining cases. The following tables contain a clear image of this finding:

Decision * MAINLFPER1 Crosstabulation
Count
MAINLFPER1
Environ Indig (IR)
(ER)

Decision
Total

Consult

PrecPrinc

(CR)

(PP)

Total

CR + PP

IR + PP

IP +CP
+PP

(PER)

2

1

2

1

2

0

0

8

(AER)

1

0

3

0

1

2

0

7

Neutral

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

3

1

5

1

3

2

1

16

Table 6: Decision depending on legal concept

ID1 ID2 Dec Top Ind

Env Cons Tech W

PP

1

1

2

2

x

x

3

2

2

2

x

x

4

3

2

2

x

x

6

4

1

3

7

5

2

2

x

x

14

6

1

3

x

x

17

7

2

3

20

8

2

2

x

21

9

1

3

x

22

10

2

2

x

23

11

1

3

x

24

12

1

3

x

x

26

13

1

3

x

x

27

14

1

3

x

34

15

1

2

x

x

36

16

3

3

x

x

x

x

x

x

DHR CW

OBF

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x
x

Table 7: Description of rights and principles invoked PER
Finally, by combining the data analysis with observation I supported my hypothesis.
The executive and the legislative decided to exploit the YNP, even though it is
proven to be a mega diverse spot and that by exploiting it, the VIP would be at risk.
The principle of economic development prevails over the collective rights. On the
whole, I found out that the Ecuadorian governments rely on the oil extraction as an
activity performed for the commonwealth. Not even tools as powerful as the nature
rights are enough to stop extractive activities such as infrastructure building. There
is not much that policy makers can do when there is a firm conviction that exploiting

oil is meant to achieve the common wealth. In the mining cases, the ER were more
protected, but it seems that with the new mining law, there is a danger that the oil
case will be mirrored in the future.

Appendix 1: Codebook

Action
1

Unconstitutionality

2

Protection

3

Extraordinary protection

4

Constitutional control

1

PER

2

AER

1

State

2

Community

3

For profit

1

State

2

Community

3

For profit

Decision

Actor

Defendant

Who invokes ER?
1

Actor

2

Defendant

Legal figure invoked
1

Right

2

Principle

3

Guarantee

4

Other

5

Denied

Description
Healthy environment
1

right

2

Collective rights

3

Consultation right

4

Precaution principle

5

Denied

6

Other

7

Nature

Invoked right against ER
1

Free market

2

Free work

3

Nation wealth

4

1y2

5

Other

1

Galápagos

2

Oil

3

Mining

4

For Profit

5

Public infrastructure

6

Other

1

Substantive

2

Formal

Sector

Fundament

Appendix 2: Database

Actual state of the database
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